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QUESTION 1

You are working with your client to optimize their Google AdWords ad. Which targeting tool can you use, to predict the
average cost-per-click for your keywords? 

A. Traffic Estimator 

B. Keyword tool 

C. Placement tool 

D. Search Terms Report 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

George has hired you to help create a new Google AdWords campaign. George is concerned about the costs of the ads
and wants to keep his advertising costs to a minimum, while still attracting solid leads for his business. Which of the
following options would best achieve George\\'s goal? 

A. You should use the negative keywords to filter out words that don\\'t apply to George\\'s busin ess. 

B. You should advice George to use the CPM method. 

C. You should use the narrower matching options to give George good clicks for his budget. 

D. You should use the broader matching option to give George much-needed exposure. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a consultant for the HKU Company and you\\'re helping them brand their online presence. You\\'ve worked with
the company to create a video ad about their products. You\\'ve recommended that they participate in the Google
Network. Beth, your client, asks how the placement tool, which you\\'ve recommended, will help them with their
branding. What is a placement tool and how will it help the HKU Company? 

A. The placement tool will help the HKU Company determine which partners in the Google Network don\\'t accept non-
text ads and filter out these partners from their placement choices. 

B. The placement tool will automate the placement of the video ad throughout the Google Net work. 

C. The placement tool allows to edit the ads offline, make changes, propose changes, and add comments before the
changes are uploaded and placed into the Google Network. 

D. The placement tool allows to choose where the video ads will be placed on the partner\\'s we bsites. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Mike wants to try Google AdWords but he\\'s worried about the overall costs of the ads. He would like to start with a
small budget and see how the Google AdWords program works, before investing too much money into the online
advertising. Which of the following price description is an accurate depiction of the cost of the Google AdWords
program? 

A. Mike\\'s maximum CPC bid must be at least US$1.00. Mike\\'s maximum CPM bid must be at least US$0.25. 

B. Mike\\'s maximum CPC bid must be at least US$0.25. Mike\\'s maximum CPM bid must be at least US$0.01. 

C. Mike\\'s maximum CPC bid must be at least US$1.00. Mike\\'s maximum CPM bid must be at least US$1.00. 

D. Mike\\'s maximum CPC bid must be at least US$0.01. Mike\\'s maximum CPM bid must be at least US$0.25. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You have decided to put several of your Google AdWords accounts into a Manager Defined Spend. 

With this approach, how will you be required by Google to pay for the billing? 

A. Credit card 

B. Bank transfer 

C. Check or Wire Transfer 

D. Each account in the MCC will need to have a credit associated with it, to pay for their CPC or CPM charges. 

Correct Answer: C 
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